


T h e  T y r o l  D e c l a r a t io n  
o n  B e s t  P r a c t ic e  in  

M o u n t a in  S p o r t s

“Stretch your lim its , lift your spirits and aim fo r  the top”

A d o p t e d  by  t h e  F u t u r e  o f  M o u n t a in  S p o r t s  C o n f e r e n c e , In n s b r u c k , S e p t e m b e r  6- 8, 2002

All over the world, millions of people practice mountaineering, hiking, trekking and rock climb
ing. In many countries mountain sports have become a significant factor of everyday life.

Hardly any other activity encompasses such a broad motivational spectrum as does 
mountain sports. It gives people the opportunity to realize personal goals and pursue mean
ingful lifelong activity. Motives for being active in the mountains and on the rocks range from 
health benefits, pleasure of movement, contact with nature and social incentives, to the thrill of 
exploration and adventure.

The Tyrol Declaration on Best Practice in Mountain Sports passed by the conference on 
the Future of Mountain Sports in Innsbruck on September 8,2002, contains a set of values and 
maxims to provide guidance on best practice in mountain sports. These are not rules or 
detailed instructions, rather they:

1. Define today’s fundamental values in mountain sports
2. Contain principles and standards of conduct
3. Formulate the ethical criteria for decision-making in uncertain situations
4. Present the ethical principles by which the public can judge mountain sports
5. Introduce beginners to the values and moral principles of their sport.

It is the aim of the Tyrol Declaration to help realize the innate potential of mountain 
sports for recreation and personal growth as well as for promoting social development, cultur
al understanding and environmental awareness. To this end, the Tyrol Declaration picks up on 
the traditional unwritten values and codes of conduct inherent in the sport and expands on 
them to meet the demands of our times. The fundamental values on which the Tyrol 
Declaration is based, hold true for all individuals engaged in mountain sports worldwide -  
whether they be hikers and trekkers, sport climbers, or mountaineers seeking to push their lim
its at high altitudes. Even if some of the guidelines for conduct are of relevance for only a small 
elite, a lot of the proposals formulated in the Tyrol Declaration are addressed to the mountain 
sports community as a whole. With these suggestions we especially hope to reach our youth, for 
they are the future of mountain sports.



T h e  T y r o l  D e c l a r a t io n  is  a n  a ppea l  t o :

•  Accept the risks and assume responsibility
•  Balance your goals with your skills and equipment
•  Play by fair means and report honestly
•  Strive for best practice and never stop learning
•  Be tolerant, considerate and help each other
•  Protect the wild and natural character of mountains and cliffs
•  Support local communities and their sustainable development.

T h e  T y r o l  D e c l a r a t io n  is  b a sed  o n  t h e  fo l l o w in g  
HIERARCHY OF VALUES:

•  Human dignity – the premise that human beings are born free and equal in dignity and 
rights and should treat one another in the spirit of brotherhood. Particular attention 
should be given to equal rights of men and women.
•  Life, liberty and happiness – as inalienable human rights and with a special responsi
bility in mountains sports to help protect the rights of communities in mountain areas.
•  Intactness of nature – as a commitment to secure the ecological value and natural char
acteristics of mountains and cliffs worldwide. This includes the protection of endangered 
species of flora and fauna, their ecosystems and the landscape.
•  Solidarity – as an opportunity through participation in mountain sports to promote 
teamwork, cooperation and understanding and overcome barriers due to gender, age, 
nationality, level of ability, social or ethnic origin, religion or belief.
•  Self-actualization –  as a chance through participation in mountain sports to make 
meaningful progress towards important goals and achieve personal fulfillment.
•  Truth –  as recognition that in mountain sports honesty is essential to evaluate accom
plishments. If arbitrariness replaces truth, it becomes impossible to assess performance 
in climbing.
•  Excellence – as an opportunity through participation in mountain sports to strive for 
previously unattained goals and to set higher standards.
•  Adventure –  as recognition that in mountain sports the management of risk through judg
ment, skills and personal responsibility is an essential factor. The diversity of mountain 
sports allows everyone to chose their own adventure, where skills and dangers are in balance.

T h e  A r t ic l e s  o f  t h e  T y r o l  D e c l a r a t io n

Article 1 –  Individual Responsibility 
MAXIM
Mountaineers and climbers practice their sport in situations where there is risk of accidents and 
outside help may not be available. With this in mind, they pursue this activity at their own 
responsibility and are accountable for their own safety. The individual’s actions should not 
endanger those around them nor the environment.



Members of the team should be prepared to make compromises in order to balance the inter
ests and abilities of all the group.

Article 3 –  Climbing & Mountaineering Community 
MAXIM
We owe every person we meet in the mountains or on the rocks an equal measure of respect. 
Even in isolated conditions and stressful situations, we should not forget to treat others as we 
want to be treated ourselves.

Article 4 –  Visiting Foreign Countries 
MAXIM
As guests in foreign cultures, we should always conduct ourselves politely and with restraint 
towards the people there -  our hosts. We will respect holy mountains and other sacred places 
while seeking to benefit and assist local economy and people. Understanding of foreign cultures 
is part of a complete climbing experience.

Article 5 –  Responsibilities of Mountain Guides and other Leaders 
MAXIM
Professional mountain guides, other leaders and group members should each understand their 
respective roles and respect the freedoms and rights of other groups and individuals. In order 
to be prepared guides, leaders and group members should understand the demands, hazards 
and risks of the objective, have the necessary skills, experience and correct equipment, and 
check the weather and conditions.

Article 6 –  Emergencies, Dying and Death 
MAXIM
To be prepared for emergencies and situations involving serious accidents and death all partic
ipants in mountain sports should clearly understand the risks and hazards and the need to have 
appropriate skills, knowledge and equipment. All participants need to be ready to help others 
in the event of an emergency or accident and also be ready to face the consequences of a 
tragedy.

Article 7 –  Access and Conservation 
MAXIM
We believe that freedom of access to mountains and cliffs in a responsible manner is a funda
mental right. We should always practice our activities in an environmentally sensitive way and 
be proactive in preserving nature. We respect access restrictions and regulations agreed by 
climbers with nature conservation organizations and authorities.

Article 8 –  Style 
MAXIM
The quality of the experience and how we solve a problem is more important than whether we 
solve it. We strive to leave no trace.

Article 2 –  Team Spirit
MAXIM



The first ascent of a route or a mountain is a creative act. It should be done in at least as good 
a style as the traditions of the region and show responsibility toward the local climbing com
munity and the needs of future climbers.

Article 10 –  Sponsorship, Advertising and Public Relations 
MAXIM
The cooperation between sponsors and athletes must be a professional relationship that serves 
the best interests of mountain sports. It is the responsibility of the mountain sports communi
ty in all its aspects to educate and inform both media and public in a proactive manner.

T h e  M a x im s  a n d  G u id e l in e s  o f  t h e  T y r o l  
D e c l a r a t io n

Article 1 –  Individual Responsibility 
MAXIM
Mountaineers and climbers practice their sport in situations where there is risk of accidents and 
outside help may not be available. With this in mind, they pursue this activity at their own 
responsibility and are accountable for their own safety. The individual’s actions should not 
endanger those around them nor the environment.

1. We choose our goals according to our own actual skills or those of the team and 
according to the conditions on the mountains. Refraining from doing the climb should 
be a valid option.
2. We make sure that we have the proper training for our goal, that we have planned the 
climb or trip carefully and have gone through the necessary preparations.
3. We make sure we’re properly equipped on every trip and know how to use the equip
ment.

Article 2 –  Team Spirit 
MAXIM
Members of the team should be prepared to make compromises in order to balance the 
interests and abilities of all the group.

1. Each member of the team should have regard and take responsibility for the safety of 
their team members.
2. No team member should be left alone if this risks his/her well-being.

Article 3 –  Climbing & Mountaineering Community 
MAXIM
We owe every person we meet in the mountains or on the rocks an equal measure of 
respect. Even in isolated conditions and stressful situations, we should not forget to treat 
others as we want to be treated ourselves.

Article 9 –  First Ascents 
MAXIM



1. We do everything we can, not to endanger others and we warn others of potential dan
gers.
2. We ensure that no one is discriminated against.
3. As visitors, we respect the local rules.
4. We do not hinder or disturb others more than necessary. We let faster parties pass. We 
don’t occupy routes others are waiting to do.
5. Our reports on climbs truthfully reflect the actual events in detail.

Article 4 –  Visiting Foreign Countries 
MAXIM
As guests in foreign cultures, we should always conduct ourselves politely and with 
restraint towards the people there -  our hosts. We will respect holy mountains and other 
sacred places while seeking to benefit and assist local economy and people. 
Understanding of foreign cultures is part of a complete climbing experience.

1. Always treat the people in your host country with kindness, tolerance and respect.
2. Strictly adhere to any climbing regulations implemented by your host country.
3. It is advisable to read up on the history, society, political structure, art and religion of 
the country visited before embarking on the trip to enhance our understanding of its 
people and their environment. In case of political uncertainty, seek official advice.
4. It’s wise to develop some basic skills in the language of our host country: forms of 
greeting, please and thank you, days of the week, time, numbers, etc. It is always astound
ing to see how much this little investment improves the quality of communication. By 
this we contribute to the understanding between cultures.
5. Never pass up an opportunity to share your climbing skills with interested locals. Joint 
expeditions with climbers from the host country are the best setting for an exchange of 
experience.
6. At all costs we avoid offending the religious feelings of our hosts. For example, we 
should not display naked skin in places, where it is unacceptable for religious or social 
reasons. If some expressions of other religions are beyond our comprehension, we are tol
erant and refrain from passing judgment.
7. We give all possible assistance to local inhabitants in need. An expedition doctor is 
often in a position to make a decisive difference in the life of an acutely ill person.
8. To benefit the mountain communities economically, we buy regional products, if fea
sible, and take advantage of local services.
9. We are encouraged to assist local mountain communities by initiating and supporting 
facilities favoring sustainable development, for example training and educational servic
es or ecologically compatible economic enterprises.

Article 5 –  Responsibilities of Mountain Guides and other Leaders 
MAXIM
Professional mountain guides, other leaders and group members should each understand 
their respective roles and respect the freedoms and rights of other groups and individu
als. In order to be prepared guides, leaders and group members should understand the 
demands, hazards and risks of the objective, have the necessary skills, experience and



correct equipment, and check the weather and conditions.

1. The guide or leader informs the client or group about the risk inherent in a climb and 
the current danger level and if they are suitably experienced involves them in the deci- 
sion-making process.
2. The selected route should relate to the skill and experience of the client or group in 
order to ensure it is an enjoyable and developmental experience.
3. If necessary the guide or leader points out the limits of his or her own ability and 
where appropriate refers clients or groups to more capable colleagues. It is the responsi
bility of clients and group members to point out if they believe a risk or hazard is too 
great and that retreat or alternative options should be followed.
4. In circumstances such as extreme climbs and high altitude ascents guides and leaders 
should carefully brief their clients and groups to ensure everyone is fully aware of the lim
its of support that guides and leaders can provide.
5. Local guides inform visiting colleagues about the distinctive features of their area and 
the current conditions.

Article 6 –  Emergencies, Dying and Death 
MAXIM
To be prepared for emergencies and situations involving serious accidents and death all 
participants in mountain sports should clearly understand the risks and hazards and the 
need to have appropriate skills, knowledge and equipment. All participants need to be 
ready to help others in the event of an emergency or accident and also be ready to face 
the consequences of a tragedy.

1. Helping someone in trouble has absolute priority over reaching goals we set for our
selves in the mountains. Saving a life or reducing damage to an injured persons health is 
far more valuable than the hardest of first ascents.
2. In an emergency if outside assistance is not available and we are in a position to help, 
we should be prepared to give all the support we can to persons in trouble as far as is fea
sible without endangering ourselves.
3. Someone who is seriously injured or dying should be made as comfortable as possible 
and offered life preserving support.
4. In a remote area if it is not possible to recover the body, the location should be record
ed as accurately as possible with any indications as to the identity o f the deceased.
5. Personal possessions, such as camera, diary, notebook, photographs, letters and other 
personal artifacts should be safeguarded for and delivered to the bereaved.
6. Under no circumstances may pictures of the deceased be published without prior con
sent of the family.



We believe that freedom of access to mountains and cliffs in a responsible manner is a fun
damental right. We should always practice our activities in an environmentally sensitive 
way and be proactive in preserving nature. We respect access restrictions and regulations 
agreed by climbers with nature conservation organizations and authorities.

1. We respect the measures to preserve cliff and mountain environments and the wildlife 
they support and we encourage our fellow climbers to do likewise. By avoiding noise, we 
strive to reduce disturbing wildlife to a minimum.
2. If possible, we approach our destination using public transportation or car pools in 
order to minimize traffic on the roads.
3. In order to avoid erosion and not to disturb wildlife, we stay on trails during approach
es and descents and, in the wilderness, pick out the most eco-compatible route.
4. During the breeding and nesting periods of cliff dwelling species we respect seasonal 
access restrictions. As soon as we learn about any breeding activity, we should pass on this 
knowledge to fellow climbers and ensure that they stay away from the nesting area.
5. During first ascents, we are careful not to endanger the biotopes of rare species of 
plants and animals. In equipping and redeveloping routes, we should take all precautions 
to minimize their environmental impact.
6. The broad implications of popularizing areas through retro-bolting should be care
fully considered. Increased numbers may cause access problems.
7. We minimize rock damage by using the least detrimental protection technique.
8. Not only do we carry our own garbage back to civilization, but we also pick up any 
rubbish left by others.
9. In the absence of sanitary installations, we keep an adequate distance from homes, 
camp sites, creeks, rivers or lakes while defecating and take all the necessary measures to 
avoid damage to the ecosystem. We refrain from offending other people’s aesthetic feel
ings. In highly frequented areas with a low level of biological activity, climbers take the 
trouble to pack out their feces.
10. We keep the campsite clean, avoiding waste as much as possible or dispose our rub
bish adequately. All climbing material -  fixed ropes, tents and oxygen bottles -  must be 
removed from the mountain.
11. We keep energy consumption to a minimum. Especially in countries with a wood 
shortage, we refrain from action that could contribute to the further decline of forests. In 
countries with endangered forests, we need to carry adequate fuel to prepare food for all 
participants in an expedition.
12. Helicopter tourism should be minimized where it is detrimental to nature or culture.
13. In conflicts over access issues, landowners, authorities and associations should nego
tiate to find solutions satisfactory to all parties.
14. We take an active part in the implementation of these regulations, especially by pub
licizing them and establishing the necessary infrastructure.
15. Together with the mountaineering associations and other conservation groups we are 
proactive on the political level in protecting natural habitats and the environment.

Article 7 –  Access and Conservation
MAXIM



The quality of the experience and how we solve a problem is more important than 
whether we solve it. We strive to leave no trace.

1. We aim to preserve the original character of all climbs, most especially those with his
torical significance. This means that climbers should not increase fixed protection on 
existing routes. The exception is when there is a local consensus -  including agreement 
from the first ascensionists -  to change the level of fixed protection by placing new gear 
or removing existing gear.
2. We respect the diversity of regional traditions and will not try to impose our point of 
view upon other climbing cultures –  nor will we accept their ways imposed upon ours.
3. Rock and mountains are a limited resource for adventure that must be shared by 
climbers with many interests and over many generations to come. We realize that future 
generations will need to find their own NEW adventures within this limited resource. 
We try to develop crags or mountains in a way that doesn’t steal opportunity from the 
future.
4. Within a region where bolts are accepted, it is desirable to keep routes, sections of cliffs, 
or entire cliffs free of bolts in order to preserve a refuge for adventure and to show respect 
for diverse climbing interests.
5. Naturally protected routes can be just as fun and safe for recreational climbers as bolt
ed routes. Most climbers can learn to place safe natural protection and should be edu
cated to the fact that this provides additional adventure and a rich and natural experience 
with comparable safety, once the techniques have been learned.
6. In cases of conflicting interest groups, climbers should resolve their differences through 
dialogue and negotiation to avoid access being threatened.
7. Commercial pressures should never influence the climbing ethics of a person or a 
region.
8. Good style on big mountains implies not using fixed ropes, performance-enhancing 
drugs, or bottled oxygen.

Article 9 –  First Ascents 
MAXIM
The first ascent of a route or a mountain is a creative act. It should be done in at least as 
good a style as the traditions of the region and show responsibility toward the local 
climbing community and the needs of future climbers.

1. First ascents should be environmentally sound and compatible with local regulations, 
the wishes of landowners, and the spiritual values of the local population.
2. We will not deface the rock by chopping or adding holds.
3. In alpine regions, first ascents should be done exclusively on lead (no prefixing from 
above).
4. After giving full respect to local traditions, it is up to the first ascentionist to determine the 
level of fixed protection on their route (taking into account the suggestions in Article 8).
5. In areas designated as wilderness or natural reserves by land managers or the local

Article 8 –  Style
MAXIM



access committee, bolts should be limited to an absolute minimum to preserve access.
6. Drilling holes and placing fixed gear during the first ascent of aid climbs should be kept 
to a bare minimum (bolts should be avoided even on belay anchors unless absolutely 
necessary).
7. Adventure routes should be left as natural as possible, relying on removable protection 
whenever it is available and using bolts only when necessary and always subject to local 
traditions.
8. The independent character of adjacent routes must not be compromised.
9. When reporting first ascents, it is important to report the details as accurately as pos
sible. A climber’s honesty and integrity will be assumed unless there is compromising evi
dence.
10. High-altitude mountains are a limited resource. We especially encourage climbers to 
use the best style.

Article 10 –  Sponsorship, Advertising and Public Relations 
MAXIM
The cooperation between sponsors and athletes must be a professional relationship that 
serves the best interests of mountain sports. It is the responsibility of the mountain sports 
community in all its aspects to educate and inform both media and public in a proactive 
manner.

1. Mutual understanding between sponsor and athlete is necessary to define common 
goals. The many facets of mountain sports require clear identification of the specific 
expertise of both athlete and sponsor to maximize opportunities.
2. To maintain and improve their level of performance, climbers are dependent on con
tinuous support from their sponsors. For this reason it is important that the sponsors 
keep backing their partners even after a series of failures. Under no circumstances may 
the sponsor pressure the climber into performing.
3. To establish a permanent presence in all media, clear channels of communication must 
be organized and maintained.
4. Climbers should take pains to report their activities realistically. An accurate account 
enhances not only the credibility of the climber, but also the public reputation of his 
sport.
5. The athlete is ultimately responsible for representing to sponsor and media the ethics, 
style, social and environmental responsibility stated in the Tyrol Declaration.


